We present an inequality for dyadic martingales (together with its continuous analog for functions on R") which is shown to be equivalent to a result of Chang-Wilson-Wolff on exponential square integrability. The analog of this weighted inequality for double dyadic martingales is also proven. Finally, we discuss a possible connection between these inequalities and a theorem of Garnett.
In this note, we present an inequality for dyadic martingales (together with its continuous analog for functions on R") which is shown to be equivalent to a result of Chang-Wilson-Wolff [1] on exponential square integrability. The proof of our martingale inequality is not hard; it is a consequence of a lemma in [1] , which is originally due to Wald (see [9, p. 160] ). There are several interesting features of this inequality between a martingale and its square functions. In the first place, it is extremely simple to state. Second, significant inequalities relating functions and their square functions can, in one direction, be difficult to establish. For examples, see Wilson [7, 8] . Third, the lack of homogeneity crucial in this lemma is reflected here without exponentiation. Finally, there seems to be an interesting connection between the inequality and a theorem of Garnett [5] which we discuss in §2.
AN INEQUALITY
Let fix = Y^o d" be a dyadic martingale on [0, 1], i.e., if S^ is the cr-field generated by the dyadic subintervals of length 2~" then E(fiN\^n) = f" and /0 dn = 0. Assume that fio = do = 0. The square function of fN is given by slf =T,odn-K is well known that c;l[\fN\\p<\[sNf\\p<Bp\\fN\\p and the issue taken up in [1] was the determination of the sharp dependence on p of Cp and Bp . We shall concentrate on the inequality (i-i) ||/tfl|p<cp||W||p, where the cancellation, and not merely the size, of the {dn} is critical. It was shown in [1] that cp ~ ^/p as p -* +00 as a consequence of a stopping time argument using the result
Jo Inequality (1.2) is referred to as Rubin's lemma and can be rescaled to show that \fn\ is exponentially square integrable whenever Sfix e L°°([0, 1]). The continuous analogue of this fact for functions on R" is the following inequality, reminiscent of the defining condition for BMO. ^ /q-]h\ Jo J dx denotes the average of / over a cube Q in R" , then there exists a 8 > 0 such that We may now define (see [6] where the supremum is taken over rectangles parallel to the axes.
Remarks
We wish to point out what seems to be an interesting connection between inequality (1.9) and a theorem of Garnett [5] . We shall consider Dahlberg's formulation [3] as he gave the best constants and it is this dependence on the constants which is important in the context. It would be desirable to replace the "philosophical" discussion which follows by something explicit. This would entail a new proof (without a reduction to the martingale situation) of (1.9), which should be of general interest.
The issue taken up in [3] and [5] is the relationship between BMO functions on R" and Carleson measure properties of their extensions to the upper half space R£+1. It is well known [4] that if fi e BMO(R" , dx), then It would be preferable for |V«(x, y)\dxdy to satisfy a Carleson measure condition, rather than the quadratic expression in (2.1) above, but this is false. One may still ask if there exists some extension cp(x,y) to R% of /(jc) such that \Vtp\dxdy is Carleson and this is the case. 3) as an inequality for square functions, it would appear that (2.6) could be a weighted version of (2.3). Therefore, the maximal function of w appears since no special assumptions on fw are made (e.g., w e Ax(dx) [2] ). It should therefore be of interest to consider weighted versions of (2.3), under weak, or no, assumptions on w .
